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Mdract-This paper proves the conjecture that the family of transformpls in Gosper’s calculus of series 
rearrangements is isomorphic to 2 x 2 non-negative integer matrices under multiplication. A natural mapping 
is exhibited, and shown to be an isomorpbism. Splitting pairs are defined as a weakening of the notion of 
commutativity. The proof does not rely on series rearramment, and can be applied to splitting pairs over 
any monoid. 

INTRODUCTION 
Gospcr [l] introduced R-notation as a more convenient way of representing series for certain 
manipulations. The notation is analogous to Horner’s rule, characterizing the series by the ratio 
of successive terms as much as possible. Gosper defines the notation by: 

b, ;1 C” = b,+ cdb, + C,(’ * * (bM_, + CM-lbM) * * - 1) 
n=O 

More formally, we can use the following inductive definition: 

m-l 

b, R c, = 0 
“‘III 

(Rdef). 

(Inductive Rdef). 

One of the most fruitful ways to view R-notation is as a special case of matrix multiplication: 

(Matrix Rdef). 

The following abbreviations are useful: 

b, R c,, = lim b, i c, 
nsm M-m n-m 

If a series has no terms equal to zero, it is determined by the first term and the term ratios: 

where r, denotes the term ratio 

a_ + I 
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Using (Inductive Rdef), we can easily co&m the following manipulations with R-notation. 
Note that the difIerentiations are done formally, without regard to convergence for power series. 

ii O=l (if Mrm) 
n-m 

a(b, ii d,)+c, i d”=(ab,+C”) ii d” (left-linearity) 
n=m n=fll II-In 

R x=(1+x) R x2=(1+x)(1+x2) R x4=..*. 
**It! IllIn nam 

More examples of R-notation can be found in the original paper (Gosper[l]). 

SPLITTING IN MATRIXNOTATION 
Gosper[l] introduced term splitting, and showed how R-notation made it more convenient. 

The definition of splitting given here can be shown to specialize to Gosper’s concept. If we let 
A k+,,” = TknA&,.+l for some sequences of matrices A, T and S, then we get 

l-l& ;. nnt “Pa-” ;ntrre.t;na wnlr.. c. T = 1 QI\ u)m urmn+ 7’. C-1 AI+nr~~t;.,~1.r IUP m-...lA LUl.3 ..J EL”. .r., r.,r”,“u.“~ ULUIUU “l*n’lgr - I, 0” nr nuul. ‘La = “La. rar~“lluku.rr,, nr b”U,” 

avoid the problem of non-invertible matrices with the following. 
Definition. [S, A] is a splitting pair if for some monoid A, S and A E Ad”, where Al” is the 

doubly-indexed sequences over A, and (Vk, n)SbAk+l,n = A&,,,+,. 

To get Gosper’s concept of term splitting, we notice that i rk, corresponds to 
ll=#n 

fi P? ‘1 as in fhfatrix Rdefb If we let A, _ = P!? ‘1 and trv to solve for S. _ = i”lm %\. we ,i”, \ u 1, --- \_._______ - __,_ - _ _____ ~” \ u l/ ----- 
, _- _-_. - --_ _~” 

\ak, bk,,l’ ..- 
get 

left hand side = Uk,nrk+l,n ub + sk,rn 

%rk+l.n h + h.# > 

right hand side = k&k,n+l + &,n+l kn%~+l + bk+1.. 
at.+] b > Ln+l * 

We can simplify by assuming that the solution we’re interested in corresponds to something 
in R-notation, so akn = 0 and bkn = 1. With this assumption and some manipulation we get: 

Ub = 1 - stn + bSkn+l (udef) 
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(recur). 

These formulas are exactly the same as the ones Gosper used to define term splitting. His 
generalization’(Jsplit) can be restated as follows. 

LEMMA 1. (Jsplit) 
If [S, A] is splitting pair, and M - n and J -i are integers, then 

The proof is trivial. As a special case we have 

If we abbreviate 

and simplify, we have the special case of J-split for series: 

Specializing still further, we can get a single splitting: 

(Jsplit). 

(lsplit). 

TRANSFORMALS 
Define: A trunsfonnal is a mapping from JIG” x 1”+1” x .4P which takes splitting pairs into 

splitting pairs. 
One simple transformal is the splitformal: If &, is invertible, then [S, A] - 

[Bi.!&Bk+,.n, Bi!,Ak,Bb+,] is a transformal. In Gosper’s section “SimplifyingTerms” (which he 
pnnli,s. tn h;r cm&~ fnr thr cr~nnt-l lrmnkrste mn.tantI tkr .nlittka m&r hr urn&n u,;tk in a,.t.malhr ..yy*.“‘Y .” .AAY YII.IY 1”. “.W ““I”..” .I.U-.a-.” rvuu-.), -1 upa.-pua a‘” ““,PS “,CLII,g mr&uau, 

although 

since it is easier to represent in his notation. The two are obviously related by a splitformal with 

We can .now define an important family of transformals, and prove a basic theorem of the 
rearrangment calculus, conjectured by Gosper. 

Define: [S, A] - [S’, A’] is a wxyz-transformal if 

and 

IV-I x-1 

sin = !J swk+yc+j,xk+zn PO Aw(k+l)+yn.xk+m+j 
L 
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LEMMA 2. 
A wxyz-transformal is a transformal. 

Proof: 

( 
w-l z-1 

S’k.nA;+~,n = n Swk+yn+j,xk+m fl Aw(k+~)+y.,xk+zn+i 
j=O i-0 >( 

y-1 

n Sw(~+l)+yn+is(~+l)+l 
j=O 

2-l 

rrA 
i-0 

~(k+l)+y(n+I)~(k+l)+zn+j 
> 

HA 
j=O 

w(k+l)+y(n+l)sU+l)+m+j 

w+y-I 

rli 
x+2-1 

= S i- wk+yn+i.xk+m rIA 
I=0 

w(k+l)+y(n+l).xk+zn+j 

y-1 w-l 

= n Swk+yn+jslr+m n Swk+y(n+l)+j,xk+zn fi Aw(k+l)+y(n+l)sk+~“n+/ 
j-0 j-0 j-0 

x-l 

rIA 
i-0 

w(k+i)+y(n+l)sC+r(n+I)+i 

= A;,&,+,. 

THEOREM 1. 
The wxyz-transformals form a monoid under composition, and the natural mapping from the 

non-negative 2 x 2 integer matrices under multiplication + wxyz-transformal is a 

homomorphism. 

Proof: (1) Mapping onto-trivial by definition. 
(2) Mapping takes multiplication into composition 

I+ ([S, A] I+ [S, A]) = identity transformal. 

Now consider the transformal defined by 

Let il = wk + yn, i2 = xk + zn, then 

b-l 

S o~il+j~+c~iZ~+m.b(iI+j)+d(i2) 

d-l 

I-IA a(il+w)+c(i2+j+l).b(il+w)+d(i2+j)+m 
m-0 
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= s 1Nl+j)+c(i2)+mb(i1)+6(12) a(il+w)+c(i2).b(il+j)+d(l2)+m 

n(flos 
r-l d-l 

o(il+w)+c(i2+j)+m,b(iI+w)+d(i2) )n( rh o(il+w)+c(i2+z).b(iI+w)+d(i2+jHm 
= I - m=O 

VII-1 vb-I xc-1 

= 
So(ll)+c(iZ)+j,b(il)+d(i2) &(il+w)+c(i2),b(il)+d(i2)+j l-Is 

j-0 
r(il+w)+c(i2)+j,b(iI+w)+d(if) 

o(il+w)+c(i2+x),b(il+w)+d(i2)+j 

wa+xc-I 

= n Sa(il)+c(it)+j.b(il)+d(i2) "fl-' A 
j=O 

o(il+w)+c(i2+x).b(il)+d(i2)+j 
J-0 

Wcl+ZC-l 

= n s 

wb+xd-l 

j-0 
(w~+xC)~+(rcr+zc)a+Mvb+xd~+(~+rd)n 

n 

A (vo+xcMk+l)+(ya+zc)~wb+xd)k+(yb+zd)n+i. 
- 

I . 

Note. Akn 1s handled analogously. 

COROLLARY 1. 

If the base monoid A has an element of infinite order then the mapping of theorem 1 is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. If wxyz-transformal = &cd-transformal, we need to show that 

a be an element of infinite order in 1. Let [S, A] = [a, 1] or [l, a]. Note that a pair of constants 
s, (I E A form a splitting pair [s, a] iff s and a commute in 1. 

Ia, 11 I+ raw, a’1 Ia, 11 t-b Ia’, a’1 
[I, al * ia*, aSI [1, a] c* [ab, ad]’ 

So a” = aa, a’ = (yb, (yy = Lye, aZ = ad. Thus w = a, x = b, y = c, z = d, and the mapping is 
one-to-one. 

Note. If the base monoid 1 is actually a group then the homomorphism can be extended to all 

2 X 2 integer matrices. Since jeo I$&+, = “+’ jIIoBb we can use jfioBj =($Bi,B;:, to inductively 
I 

define the products for negative w, x, y, or I. 
Here are some examples of wxyz-transformals. The names are taken from the corresponding 

transformals in Gosper’s paper. 

Name Matrix 

identity 

leftshift 

rightshift 

negation 

dual 

double 

ndnd 

LL A&n1 

kL+&+~r+h Ab+tl 

1 -1 
( ) 0 I ~S.+&L-~-,. 4.~1 

-10 
( > 

W:-,,, A-J 
: l1 

( > 10 [Ai+ &I 

KUL+,,w &I 

[S:: _,._ I, A-~_,_,] 
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It might be instructive to derive R-notation form for one of the transformals. Dual is a good 
transformal to demonstrate, as it has a very nice form in R-notation. If S and A are chosen to 

be (“;i” “y) and (‘r :) respectively, then the defintion of Dual gives us the splitting pair 

[( ‘;j” ;), ( u;k “;)], to which we can apply a splitformal with Bkn = s.,k 0 

( ) 
o 1 . This gives us 

a nice splitting in R-notation: 

All the examples so far have been over the monoid consisting of 2 x 2 matrices with (0,l) as 
the second row. This a particularly rich area, because of the correspondence with R-llotation. 
Another promising line of inquiry is to consider general 2x 2 matrices. Then the product 

axtb 
corresponds to composition of the functions - c x + d . Although it is not possible for 

n n 

continued fractions 
( ) 

i 
II 

! to form splitting pairs with other continued fractions or with series, 

they could split with the general functions corresponding to 

Another possible place for research, is to generalize to real values of W, 
x, y, and z, by appropriate definitions for the products. 
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